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Overview 
 
This document outlines the deployment and configuration of the Falcon Integration Gateway 
for the AWS Security Gateway solution. The gateway receives CrowdStrike Falcon events, 
enriches those events with AWS instance and account data and posts the information to the 
AWS Security Hub. The Falcon Integration Gateway resides on an EC2 instance within a single 
AWS Account and can be configured to collect data from multiple other AWS accounts. 
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Falcon Integration Gateway: AWS Overview 
 
 The Falcon Integration Gateway for AWS Security Gateway is an integration solution 
that enables CrowdStrike customers to take event data that is related to EC2 instances in their 
AWS environment, enrich it with AWS data and provide it to AWS’s Security Hub solution.  
 
The components for the Falcon Integration Gateway are: 
  

 
 
The CrowdStrike Integration Gateway workflow is as follows: 
 

 
 
 A multi-account environment only needs to have one Falcon Integration Gateway as it is 
possible for the gateway to query multiple accounts in different AWS zones. The gateway will 
require credentials to access each account. In the event that there is no established account(s) 
available, CrowdStrike can provide an AWS CloudFormation Template to create an appropriate 
account.  
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Getting Started 
 
To prepare for deploying the CrowdStrike Falcon Integration Gateway ensure the following: 
 

1. Ensure that the Events Stream API is accessible by the EC2 instance. 
2. Identify the AWS Account that will run Falcon Integration Gateway AMI Image. 
3. Identify accounts that will be supported by the Falcon Integration Gateway.  
4. Download the Cloud Formation Template from Crowdstrike. 

 
CrowdStrike Events Stream API Credentials 
 

1. Log into the Falcon UI with an account that has administrator level permissions. 
2. Navigate to ‘Support’, ‘API Key’ in the left side menu. 
3. Create A new API Client With Read Scope for Event Streams: 
4. Record the API key and store in a secure location as it is only visible once. 

 
AMI and Cloud Formation Template Access 
 

1. Email the AWS Account ID that will host the Falcon Integration Gateway AMI to FIG-
AWS-SH@crowdstrike.com.  

2. The CrowdStrike Falcon Integration Gateway AMI image will be shared with the 
indicated account. 

3. In addition, a link will be provided to the CloudFormation Template for access account 
creation. 

 
  

mailto:FIG-AWS-SH@crowdstrike.com
mailto:FIG-AWS-SH@crowdstrike.com
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Applying the CloudFormation Templates (optional) 
 
The Falcon Integration Gateway: AWS leverages access to the EC2 APIs to gather instance data 
to enrich detection data. To facilitate this access CrowdStrike provides two AWS 
CloudFormation templates that will establish proper policies and roles for both the account 
hosting the Falcon Integration Gateway as well as the accounts that it will communicate with.  
 
In environments leveraging a root account structure (where multiple accounts are accessible by 
a master account) this may not be necessary. For other environments that aren’t leveraging this 
structure, the local and remote templates will need to be applied to the respective accounts to 
monitor.  
 
CloudFormation Template – Local Config  
This template should be applied only to the account that will host the Falcon Integration 
Gateway:AWS EC2 instance. 
 

1. Log into the AWS Console with an account capable of running CloudFormation 
templates and creating accounts. 

2. In the search bar, search for “CloudFormation”. 

 
 
 
3. In the top left corner of the CloudFormation window, select “Create Stack”. 
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4. Under “Choose a template”, select “Upload a template to Amazon S3” then choose the 
local template file provide by CrowdStrike. Click Next 

 
 

5. Provide an appropriate stack name in the “Stack name” field. 

 
 

6. Provide an appropriate name for the policy and role that will be created. This title will 
be appended with “-Local-“ and the AWS Region during deployment. (For example FIG-
Local-us-east-1”) 

 
 

7. This configuration does not require any configurations on the “Options” page, if policy 
requires tagging the instance enter the appropriate tags and click “Next”. 
 

8. On the “Review” page, review the configurations and if correct select the checkbox 
under “Capabilities” acknowledging the creation of IAM resources with custom names 
and click “Create”. 
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9. The CloudFormation template is now being deployed and the CloudFormation screen 
will show the stack with an initial value of “CREATE_IN_PROGRESS” 

 
 

10. Once the stack has been successfully deployed the status will update to 
“CREATE_COMPLETE”. (Update the view using the AWS refresh button:  ) 

 
If there are any errors the Stack should display a ‘Rollback’ status. In the pane below select ‘Events’ and 

record any errors that are shown 

 
11. Inside the IAM Management Console, select ‘Policies’ and validate that a policy with the 

name provided was created. (It may help to use the filter or search capabilities for this) 
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12. Inside the IAM Management Console, select ‘Roles’, validate that a role with the name 
provided was created and that the policy in the previous step has been assigned. 

 
 

13. In the ‘Summary’ for the role record the ‘Role ARN’ to use later in the configuration. 

 
 

Note: Deleting the Stack at any time will also delete both the policy and the role. 
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CloudFormation Template – Remote Config  
This template should be applied only to the AWS account(s) that the Falcon Integration 
Gateway:AWS will communicate with to gather instance information from. Do NOT deploy this 
template into the AWS account that hosts the Falcon Integration Gateway:AWS EC2 instance. 
 

1. Log into the AWS Console with an account capable of running CloudFormation 
templates and creating accounts. 

2. In the search bar, search for “CloudFormation”. 

 
 
 
3. In the top left corner of the CloudFormation window, select “Create Stack”. 

 
 

4. Under “Choose a template”, select “Upload a template to Amazon S3” then choose the 
local template file provide by CrowdStrike. Click Next. 

 
5. Provide an appropriate stack name in the “Stack name” field. 
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6. Provide the AccountID for the AWS Account that the Falcon Integration Gateway:AWS 
is/will be deployed into. Provide an appropriate name for the policy and role that will be 
created. This title will be appended with “-Remote-“ and the AWS Region during 
deployment. (For example, “FIG-Remote-us-east-1”) 

 
 

7. This configuration does not require any configurations on the “Options” page, if policy 
requires tagging the instance enter the appropriate tags and click “Next”. 
 

8. On the “Review” page, review the configurations and if correct select the checkbox 
under “Capabilities” acknowledging the creation of IAM resources with custom names 
and click “Create”. 
 

 
 

9. The CloudFormation template is now being deployed and the CloudFormation screen 
will show the stack with an initial value of “CREATE_IN_PROGRESS” 
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10. Once the stack has been successfully deployed the status will update to 
“CREATE_COMPLETE”. (Update the view using the AWS refresh button:  ) 

 
If there are any errors the Stack should display a ‘Rollback’ status. In the pane below select ‘Events’ and 

record any errors that are shown 

 
11. Inside the IAM Management Console, select ‘Policies’ and validate that a policy with the 

name provided was created. (It may help to use the filter or search capabilities for this) 

 
 

12. Inside the IAM Management Console, select ‘Roles’, validate that a role with the name 
provided was created and that the policy in the previous step has been assigned. 
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13. In the ‘Summary’ for the role record the ‘Role ARN’ to use later in the configuration. 

 
 

14. In addition, select the “Trust relationships” tab and ensure that the account that the 
Falcon Integration Gateway EC2 instance resides in is listed as under “Trusted entities”. 

 
 

Note: Deleting the Stack at any time will also delete both the policy and the role. 
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Launching and Configuring the Falcon Integration Gateway:AWS 
 
CrowdStrike will share the EC2 AMI image with the account that was indicated in the request. 
This image can be run in any AWS account that can properly access APIs of monitored AWS 
accounts and AWS Security Hub. To properly deploy and configure the instance perform the 
following: 
 

1. Access the EC2 Dashboard. This can be searching for “EC2” in the “AWS services” area in 
the top left of the screen. 
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2. Within the “EC2 Dashboard” menu, under the “Images” category, select “AMIs”. 

 
 

3. In the AMI screen select “Owned by me” option in the pulldown menu and then select 
“Private images” 

 
 

4. Under “Private images”, select the “FIG-AWS-SH” and select “Launch”.  
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5. On the “Step 2: Choose Instance Type” page select the instance type best suited for the 

environment, this will depend on the volume of events and accounts that are being 
supported.  

 
6. Then select “Next: Configure Instance Details” 
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7. On the “Step 3: Configure Instance Details” page configure the appropriate network 
configuration for the environment as well as assign the local IAM role created by the 
CloudFormation Template Local Configuration. 
It is also recommended that “Enable termination protection” be enabled as well as 
“Monitoring” to provide visibility to CloudWatch.  

 
 

8. Then select “Next: Add Storage” 

 
 

9. On the “Step 4: Add Storage” page ensure that the Volume Type is SSD. If desired clear 
the “Delete on Termination” checkbox to prevent the volume from being deleted when 
the instance is terminated. 

 
 
10. Then select “Next: Add Tag” 
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11. On the “Step 5: Add Tags” page include any tags required by policy. 

 
 

12. Then select “Next: Configure Security Group” 

 
 

13. On the “Step 6: Configure Security Group” page select either an appropriate existing 
security group or configure a new one. It is important to keep in mind that the instance 
will need to initiate and establish a persistent connection to the CrowdStrike streaming 
API over port 443 to receive events. In addition, it will need to be able to query all 
supported Amazon accounts APIs as well as the AWS Security Hub API.  

 
 

14. Then select “Review and Launch” 

 
 

15. On the “Step 7: Review and Launch Instance” page carefully review and confirm all 
configurations. Once the configuration is reviewed and validated select “Launch” to 
launch the instance. 
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16. A pop-up window will appear to select a key pair to associate with the instance. If 

leveraging an existing key pair, select the key pair and check the acknowledgement. If 
creating a new key pair, give the key pair an appropriate name and download the key 
pair. 

  
 

17. Then select “Launch Instance” 

 
 

18. Once the instance state changes to running it can be connected to. Select “Connect” in 
the top menu and follow the instructions to connect to the instance. This connection 
will need to be run from the directory that contains the pem file for the key pair 
designated in step 16. 
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Falcon Integration Gateway: AWS Configuration 
 

The Falcon Integration Gateway: AWS communicates with both CrowdStrike and AWS via 
API calls. The communication with AWS is accomplished leveraging accounts.conf, which 
contains role ARNs for the local account as well as any remote accounts.  The roles are assumed 
by the EC2 instance to collect instance specific data and enrich the CrowdStrike event with it.  
The communication with CrowdStrike is accomplished via the Streaming API and is configured 
in config.py. 

 
1. The Falcon Integration Gateway will assuming IAM roles to communicate with AWS. This 

process will provide the Falcon Integration Gateway with temporary security credentials 
to communicate with the designated account API’s to collect EC2 data. These 
credentials should expire after one hour is set to default within AWS.   
 

2. After initial deployment the Falcon Integration Gateway will have read permissions to 
the account it’s deployed into. In order to facilitate the proper communication within 
that account as well as with other accounts the Falcon Integration Gateway leverages 
the ‘accounts.conf’ file. This file needs to be edited manually with the proper 
information. 
 

3. The ‘accounts.conf’ file (which is located here: /home/ec2-user/AWS-SecurityHub-
Provider/src/accounts.conf) needs to contain a list of AWS Role ARNs that will be 
leveraged to make API calls to collect data. Once the CloudFormation templates are 
leveraged the ARN for every role created needs be added to this file. Each ARN should 
needs to be on its own line and there should be no extra lines.  

 

 
 

4. Communication between Falcon Integration Gateway and CrowdStrike is accomplished 
via the CrowdStrike Events Stream API. The CrowdStrike Streaming API credentials are 
added to the “config.py” file. There are placeholders with in this file, simply replace 
them with appropriate data. In addition it’s recommended to create a unique “APP_ID” 
to identify the platform. 

 
 

5. The Falcon Integration Gateway can be configured to only send events that meet a 
certain severity threshold. The “Priority” field in “config.py” can be adjusted on a scale 
of 0-5 to send the appropriate severities.    
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6. Once the configuration is complete and all changes have been saved to the perspective 
files the Falcon Integration Gateway: AWS can be started by executing the command: 
“sudo start fig”. 
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Subscribing to CrowdStrike Falcon in AWS Security Hub 
 
The AWS Security Hub instance must have the CrowdStrike: CrowdStrike Falcon provider 
subscription enrolled. This is accomplished by completing the following. 
 

1. In the AWS Security Hub menu select “Settings”. 

 
 

2. Under “Settings”, select “Providers” and enter “CrowdStrike” in the search bar. 

 
 

3. Locate the “CrowdStrike: CrowdStrike Falcon” subscription and select “Subscribe”. After 
reviewing the resource policy that will be granted press “Subscribe” again. 
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4. Once the subscription has been completed it will be reflected in the UI. 
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Appendix A: CloudFormation Template Local Configuration 
 
The following is the JSON test for the AWS CloudFormation template that is used to configure 
the policy and role within the AWS account the Falcon Integration Gateway is deployed in. 
 
 
    "AWSTemplateFormatVersion": "2010-09-09", 
        "Parameters" : { 
        "PolicyandRoleTitle" : { 
        "Type" : "String", 
        "Description" : "The name given to the EC2 read-only Access Policy and Role for the Falcon 
Integration Gateway ." 
                        } 
                       }, 
    "Resources": { 
            "FIGPolicyConfig" : { 
            "Type": "AWS::IAM::ManagedPolicy", 
            "Properties": { 
                "ManagedPolicyName": {"Fn::Join": ["", [{"Ref": "PolicyandRoleTitle"}, "-Local-",{"Ref": 
"AWS::Region"} ]]}, 
          "Description": "Access Policy for the CrowdStrike Falcon Integration 
Gateway", 
                "PolicyDocument" : { 
                "Version": "2012-10-17", 
                "Statement": [ 
                    { 
                        "Effect": "Allow", 
                        "Action": "ec2:Describe*", 
                        "Resource": "*" 
                    }, 
                    {   "Effect": "Allow", 
                        "Action": "sts:AssumeRole", 
                        "Resource": "*" 
                    }, 
                    { 
                        "Action": "securityhub:*", 
                        "Resource": "arn:aws:securityhub:*:*:*", 
                        "Effect": "Allow" 
                    } 
                            ] 
                                } 
                        } 
                                }, 
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        "FIGAccessRole": { 
         "Type": "AWS::IAM::Role", 
         "Properties": { 
            "AssumeRolePolicyDocument": { 
               "Version" : "2012-10-17", 
               "Statement": [ { 
                  "Effect": "Allow", 
                  "Principal": { 
                     "Service": [ "ec2.amazonaws.com" ] 
                  }, 
                  "Action": [ "sts:AssumeRole" ] 
               } ] 
            }, 
            "Path": "/", 
            "ManagedPolicyArns":  [{ "Ref": "FIGPolicyConfig"}], 
            "RoleName":{"Fn::Join": ["", [{"Ref": "PolicyandRoleTitle"}, "-Local-",{"Ref": 
"AWS::Region"} ]]} 
                    } 
                        }, 
        "FIGInstanceProfile": { 
            "Type": "AWS::IAM::InstanceProfile", 
            "Properties":{ 
                "Path": "/", 
                "Roles": [{"Ref": "FIGAccessRole"}], 
                "InstanceProfileName": {"Fn::Join": ["", [{"Ref": "PolicyandRoleTitle"}, "-Local-",{"Ref": 
"AWS::Region"} ]]} 
            } 
        } 
            } 
} 
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Appendix B: CloudFormation Template Remote Configuration 
 
The following is the JSON test for the AWS CloudFormation template that is used to configure 
the policy and role within the AWS accounts the Falcon Integration Gateway will communicate 
with. 
 
{ 
    "AWSTemplateFormatVersion": "2010-09-09", 
        "Parameters" : { 
        "AccountID" : { 
        "Type" : "String", 
        "Description" : "This is the account number where the Falcon Integration Gateway is 
installed." 
                        }, 
        "PolicyandRoleTitle" : { 
        "Type" : "String", 
        "Description" : "This will be appended to \"Remote-AWS-Region\" and form the policy and 
role names." 
                                } 
                       }, 
    "Resources": { 
            "FIGPolicyConfig" : { 
            "Type": "AWS::IAM::ManagedPolicy", 
            "Properties": { 
                "ManagedPolicyName": {"Fn::Join": ["", [{"Ref": "PolicyandRoleTitle"},"-Remote-", 
{"Ref": "AWS::Region"} ]]}, 
          "Description": "Access Policy for the CrowdStrike Falcon Integration 
Gateway", 
                "PolicyDocument" : { 
                "Version": "2012-10-17", 
                "Statement": [ 
                    { 
                        "Effect": "Allow", 
                        "Action": "ec2:Describe*", 
                        "Resource": "*" 
        } 
                ] 
                                } 
                        } 
                                        }, 
            "FIGAccessRole": { 
            "Type": "AWS::IAM::Role", 
            "Properties": { 
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                "AssumeRolePolicyDocument": { 
                "Version" : "2012-10-17", 
                "Statement": [ { 
                    "Effect": "Allow", 
                    "Principal": { 
                            "AWS": [{"Fn::Sub": "arn:aws:iam::${AccountID}:root"}] 
                    }, 
                    "Action": [ "sts:AssumeRole" ] 
                } ] 
                }, 
                "Path": "/", 
                "ManagedPolicyArns":  [{ "Ref": "FIGPolicyConfig"}], 
                "RoleName":{"Fn::Join": ["", [{"Ref": "PolicyandRoleTitle"},"-Remote-", {"Ref": 
"AWS::Region"} ]]} 
                        } 
                            }, 
            "FIGInstanceProfile": { 
                "Type": "AWS::IAM::InstanceProfile", 
                "Properties":{ 
                "Path": "/", 
                "Roles": [{"Ref": "FIGAccessRole"}] 
                             } 
                                  } 
                } 
} 
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Appendix C: Troubleshooting 
 
 
The FIG contains logging functions to assist in diagnosing any issues in setup. Those files are as 
follows: 
OBGErrorLog.txt  – records errors detected during setup and  
OBGLog.txt   – shows connection information and new detection and matches 
Output.txt   – show the data being sent to Security Hub in AFF 
 
Below are a list of error messages and resolutions for them. This file should be checked 
frequently as it is the only method of determining if the program is operating correctly.  
 
Unable to read account file exiting.... 
Cause: The FIG was unable to find the account.txt file with the list of ARNs make sure the file 
exists and is filled appropriately.  
 
Resolution: Create the file accounts.txt in the location of the FIG files.  
 
Unable to connect to AWS API for account exiting... 
Cause: FIG was unable to assume the role for one of the ARNs you entered.  
 
Resolution: Make sure the entered ARNs are one to a line and they match the resource created 
with the formation template.  
 
Unable to connect to redis DB is it running? Exiting.... 
Cause: FIG is unable to connect to the redis database for instance information.  
 
Resolution: Make sure the database is running by executing redis-server on the command line.  
 
Could not collect info for event 
Cause: FIG could not gather all of the information it needs due to an incomplete entry in the 
cache, this error will fix itself when the cache is rebuilt (once every 12 hours) 
 
Resolution: Wait for the cache to be rebuilt.  
 
Could not translate info for event 
Cause FIG could not gather all the information it needed to send a proper event to AWS 
Security Hub due to missing information. 
 
Resolution: Attempt to restart the FIG 
 
Error, no encoded or config file found. Please make a new config.py.  
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Cause: FIG could not find either the encoded account information or the config.py information 
in their correct position or format. 
 
Resolution: delete config.py and enc.pickle if they exist and then make a new config.py with the 
appropriate information.  
 
Error reading last stream chunk 
Cause: FIG was unable to make a connection to the streaming API. 
 
Resolution: This may resolve on its own due to a simple disconnect, if the message appears 
repeatedly, make a new config.py file making sure to enter the correct information, and detele 
the file enc.pickle if it exits.  
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Appendix D: Transitioning from AWS Security Hub to the Falcon UI 
 
The following process is used to transition from the AWS Security Hub finding to the event 
within the CrowdStrike Falcon UI. Logging into Falcon prior to following this process is 
recommended. 
 

1.  In the AWS Security Hub menu select “Explore Findings” 
 

 
 

2. Within the list of findings select the appropriate finding and click into it. 
 

 
 

3. Select the find id hyperlink next to the “Finding ID” 
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4. Selecting the hyperlink will display the raw JSON finding data. Locate the name 
“SourceUrl” and copy the URL provided. To properly utilize the URL remove the 
quotation marks surrounding the URL. 
(In addition it’s possible to download the JSON information and retrieve the URL from 
the downloaded file) 

 

 
https://falcon.crowdstrike.com/activity/detections/detail/a56cc3627ef64fd02w8c7ttddf069427/462242

72545?_cid=d22fe8bjkfb849d28b4da90d27321cO7 
 

5. Paste the URL into a browser and it should open the event information within the Falcon 
UI. (It is recommended that you log into Falcon prior to pasting the URL) 
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Appendix E: Updating the FIG 
  

The FIG will be updated in order to enable new features and functions as well as apply 
coding updates. Update notifications will be provided via email and will contain a compressed 
file with the update code.  

 
The update process uses a Python script to update submodules with in the FIG. The 

process is as follows: 
1. Open the compressed file and extract the folder 
2. Transfer the folder to the FIG via SCP or another SFTP client 
3. Once the folder is successful uploaded open an SSH session to the AMI 
4. Change the directory to update folder directory 
5. Run the following commands: 

a. Sudo stop fig 
b. Python3 update.py 

6. Once the update is successfully completed restart the FIG with the command: 
a. Sudo start fig 
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